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Thanks to all those who
take the time to do ride
reports and post photos
on the website. - it
makes “stealing the
photos” for the Spare
Tyre very easy for me…….

First, I wish to thank the outgoing committee members for the
wonderful contributions they have made to continuing success of
the Melbourne Branch of the Ulysses Club. Nothing could occur
without the efforts of the many members who have volunteered
over the years and actively participated in organising the wide
variety of events many of us may take for granted such as AGM,
Branch Odyssey, VSK Day, President’s BBQ ride and the annual
Christmas function plus communication platforms such as the Spare Tyre and the
webpage.
Thank you to outgoing committee members Sheri Ashley-Griffiths (who stepped up
to fill the secretary role when asked) plus John Taylor and Keith Gibson who were
very active in the organisation of the High Country Odyssey at Mansfield.
New Committee
Members of the new committee are Holly Fields (secretary and ride coordinator),
Peter McCrae (treasurer), Greg Rees (quartermaster) plus Doug Shearer and
Samuel Sun who were elected as general committee members.
Kate Clarke remains in the role of website administrator and Alf Dennemoser also
remains in the role of Spare Tyre editor. Martyn Goodwin has volunteered to assist
with fund raising and branch stalwarts Anita Wallis and Ron Blomley have
volunteered to assist in organising our new branch odyssey.
Significant Change to Odyssey
At the branch AGM it was confirmed that the 2012 Odyssey would be held at
Nagambie in October which means significant changes to the venue, date and
format of the event. The details are being well publicised and detailed elsewhere.
General
I believe that one of the main strengths of the Melbourne branch is the fact that we
hold regular and very interesting rides from a variety of starting points and which
are open to all Ulysses members irrespective of branch affiliation. We can only
continue to provide this interesting variety of rides if members who regularly
participate in rides, volunteer to actually lead a ride from time to time. I know that
some cold and wet days will occur May through September but we also get some
beautiful sunny days which can actually be perfect for
riding. As this cannot be predicted months in advance I
feel we need to schedule a ride every week and accept that
on occasions, if we get really bad weather, very few
participants will attend and that would not be a reflection
on the ride leader.
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I would also remind members and prospective members of our regular social events. We meet at the Tower
Hotel in Hawthorn on the 3rd Friday of each month. We now also meet each Saturday morning at the
Melbourne Bakehouse, 210 Bay St, Port Melbourne for breakfast / coffee as our previous venue appears to
have closed.
Finally, we can only continue to enjoy our riding activities, provided we all arrive home safely with our bikes and
licences intact, so remember we are each individually responsible for our own behaviour, safety and adherence
to road laws. There is no pressure to take risks or ride faster than the pace you are comfortable with. We must
all exercise due courtesy and care to our fellow riders and other road users when taking part in rides to ensure
safety and enjoyment.
John Cook
After the 2012 Melbourne branch AGM, the new committee is:
President:
Treasurer:

John Cook
Peter McCrae

Secretary:

Holly Fields

Quartermaster:

Greg Rees

Ride Coordinator:

Holly Fields

General Committee:

Doug Shearer and Samuel Sun

Spare Tyre Editor:

Alf Dennemoser

Website Administrator: Kate Clarke
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REPORT : TOOLANGI — JANUARY 22ND 2012
LEADER : ALF DENNEMOSER, KEITH GIBSON, BOB HARRIS
COMMENT : PETER JENKE
END CHARLIE : BILL DUSTING
My dear lady wife and I had only just arrived at Kalkallo yesterday morning (in
something of a state I might add because we were convinced we would be too
late for the start) when John sauntered over and asked whether I would be prepared to write the ride report. “Just your impressions”, he said, “not a full blown
report”. Because I couldn’t think of a valid excuse quickly enough, I agreed.
Pretty stupid really when you consider that my first ride (almost) with the chapter
was only the prior week and I could recognise perhaps a dozen people and could
remember names of only 4 or 5.

Before I kick off, perhaps a little background is relevant. Like so many, I only
returned to riding about 5 years ago and almost immediately joined Ulysses.
With my new Harley (a Street Bob, not the one I have now) I braved the needles
and did two Sunday rides with the Melbourne branch and attended a couple of Saturday morning coffees at the Tall Ships Café in Port
Melbourne. However, my wife and I had a long standing commitment every Sunday morning and it was simply incompatible with the
rides so I gave them away. In the meantime, my wife Kerry, after one pillion ride on the back of the Harley, decided it wasn’t for her, got
her own licence and a Triumph Bonneville and we have been regular riders together ever since (albeit extremely slow ones). As of the
31st of December just gone, I retired from full-time employment and for the first time in 15 years we were able to reschedule our Sunday
morning commitment which freed it up should we wish to do a ride with Ulysses. Last Sunday we did just that on the ride to San Remo
and both enjoyed it immensely. I was not convinced whether Kerry would be comfortable riding in a group and thought she would either
love it or hate it, with no middle ground. She loved it which is why we returned for yesterday’s ride. Let the Report (sort of) begin.
For those of us from the eastern suburbs, it felt like we had already done a day’s ride by the time we got to Kalkallo. Kerry and I had
already got off to a bad start by pulling into the Shell servo in error just before the authorised departure point and already being short of
time were convinced we would miss the start. Kerry then overshot the turn-off and had to travel half-way to Sydney to do a U-turn. But
we eventually made it on time along with about 30 other bikes in glorious summer sunshine. I was very pleased to recognise Graham on
his Honda cruiser and John (Taswegian) on his BMW. Both, along with Kerry
and me, had been first time riders the previous week. It was nice also to see
and to be acknowledged by John Cook, Ron and Bill and some of the other
stalwarts whom I had met on previous occasions. What was extremely gratifying was that many of these people went out of their way to make us
“newbies” feel welcome and even more remarkable is that I heard virtually
no comments about Harley drivers.
We left Kalkallo only a few minutes after 10.00am heading for morning tea
at Yea. Apart from no shortage of bikes enjoying the weather, traffic was
sparse and made for excellent riding conditions. As I said previously, Kerry
and I are regular riders to many of the same places we passed through both
this week and last but what has already become apparent is that you guys
know so many more interesting ways of getting to those same places which
makes for a more enjoyable ride. From where I sat, the ride seemed to pass
pretty much without incident until the group made a halt at the top of the
range before the descent to Strath Creek. I must say, I was not completely aware of the problem but as it was relayed to me, the ride
leader Alf, was experiencing tyre problems and it was necessary for him to hand over the reins and drop back to the rear of the field. It
was at this point too that I had to enlist the help of the “tail end Charlie” whose real name I’m assured is Bill, to assure Kerry that if she
felt the group was travelling a little too quickly for her, that she was not to let it worry her because he would always be behind. I think
she was reassured by this because she was far more relaxed on the run from Yea to Toolangi. In fact, this particular section I thought was riding heaven on a stick. Great
roads and no traffic. The only cause for concern I had was
on the hilly section through the Kinglake forest just before
the town when there appeared to be quite a bit of gravel
on the road which necessitated me slowing the 360kg
Road King right down (I can hear the laughter and sniggers). It was still a wonderful ride, however, and again,
although I had been to Kinglake many times, I had never
taken that particular road.
Lunch at the Toolangi Tavern was again a very enjoyable
affair (although something of an excruciating wait for the
meals), with good conversation in a very welcoming environment. Kerry and I
headed off for home at
about 3.00pm with quite a
few still at the Tavern. A
most enjoyable ride.
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REPORT : TOOLANGI — JANUARY 22ND 2012
LEADER : ALF DENNEMOSER, KEITH GIBSON, BOB HARRIS
COMMENT : JOHN COOK
END CHARLIE : PETER JENKE

A few thoughts and impressions about our two rides to date:
If you are new and a little uncertain about the corner marking, start off as near to the rear of the field as you can. There are enough
people willing to go for “squirts” that I suspect you can do many rides without ever having to pull a duty. I got away with it the first week
and lasted all the way to Kinglake before my luck ran out yesterday.
Riding in a group such as this allows you to ride roads that you might never venture along left to your own devices.
The camaraderie is really something quite special and the way people go out of their way to make “newbies” feel welcome is very much
appreciated.
A group such as Ulysses provides the inexperienced and partially educated (in the ways of biking) access to a veritable fountain and
wealth of knowledge of incredible value.
We will be back.
Footnote from Alf : My thanks again to Keith, Bob and Bill for their assistance on the day, I have upgraded my tyre repair kit to hopefully
deal with any tyre issus.
Ulysses AGM Ride to Mildura on Sunday 25 th March.
Due to ongoing medical treatment, Ray Herd will not be able to attend the Mildura AGM. Ben Probin has agreed to step in to lead this
ride . The intention is to still ride to Mildura on Sunday 25th March, staying overnight, then meeting other campers at the Registration
Area between 8.00 am and 9.00 am on Monday 26th March with a view to registering together, then moving directly to the camp
grounds where we can erect our tents all together in a block instead of being spread out all over the area like browns cows.
Details below :

THE FOLLOWING 3 PAGES ARE FROM A ULYSSES NEWSLETTER
PRODUCED BY THE SOUTH RAND GROUP ( SOUTH AFRICAN)
A MEMBER FROM THEIR BRANCH (MIKE O’DONOGHUE) VISITED
AUSTRALIA RECENTLY

PART OF A ULYSSES NEWSLETTER PRODUCED BY THE SOUTH RAND
GROUP ( SOUTH AFRICAN)
A MEMBER FROM THEIR BRANCH (MIKE O’DONOGHUE) VISITED
AUSTRALIA RECENTLY

PART OF A ULYSSES NEWSLETTER PRODUCED BY THE SOUTH RAND
GROUP ( SOUTH AFRICAN)
A MEMBER FROM THEIR BRANCH (MIKE O’DONOGHUE) VISITED
AUSTRALIA RECENTLY
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REPORT : SAN REMO — 15 TH JANUARY 2012
LEADER : JOHN COOK
REPORT : JOHN COOK
END CHARLIE : BILL DUSTING

After some ordinary weather at the start of the year, the beautiful weather brought out good numbers with a great mix of participants
from the past, a good number of regulars and some new faces which also resulted in at least one new member. Bill once again willingly
volunteered to perform tail end duties. Peter reappeared on his Harley, Kerry was riding her Triumph, Harry had brought his daughter
along, Terry had junior aboard as pillion on his Guzzi and another Peter enjoyed the roads on his Ducati so it was also a good mix of
bikes.
My reconnaissance earlier in the week encountered road works and some new 80 KPH zones along straight remote roads around Bayles
so I decided to change the route and all went well, apart from arriving at the morning tea stop a bit later than I had planned because of
my detour via Paternoster Rd and other areas to the south of the Dandenongs. Upon arrival at Korumburra we also met Peter and his
wife Leslie who was trying out her new Spyder so that added to the conversation.
After a leisurely break, we continued on a relatively short run via the rolling hills south of Bega and Loch down to Archies Creek before
getting a view of the ocean at Kilkunda and then stopping beside the water at San Remo where most enjoyed lunch in the shade under
the trees or at the variety of cafés available.
A reasonable size group stayed together for the return trip and after a fuel stop at the new servo near the Coronet Bay turn off, we
stopped at Tooradin for a last chat and farewell, where Harry was espied deep in conversation with his daughter and Karl enjoyed his ice
cream. We then all bid each other farewell.
Thank you to all who attended and made it a great day.
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REPORT : DANDENONG TO INVERLOCH — 29 TH JANUARY 2012
LEADER : JOHN TAYLOR RON BLOMLEY
REPORT : HOLLY FIELDS
END CHARLIE : BILL DUSTING

The ride was scheduled to be led by John Taylor but since making the commitment he found he was unable to attend. Ron
Blomley offered to lead the ride and the two of them had done a recky ride together. The plan was set to go.
It was a hot hot day from the very start. The group of 11 met at the Dandenong site with our bikes parked hard up against
the building making the most of the little shade available.
Ron was gallant in arriving as he’d been unwell for days and not fully recovered. It must have been going around as one
rider was soon to leave, becoming unwell in the first few minutes of the ride.
The group now down to 10, headed off up the Belgrave Hallam Rd, and it is was there where I became a blind follower,
with no idea of where I was until we hit Pakenham. It was nice to just enjoy the road, landscape and not think about where
I was going.
The ride continued onwards though Pakenham and south along the Healesville-Poowong Rd, following through Lang
Lang,with a slight diversion up the Drouin-Korumburra Rd and a quick U-turn to return through Poowong and head towards
Korumburra. It shortened the ride a smidgen but I don’t think anyone minded as it was getting rather hot.
Once at Korumburra two left the group to return to Melbourne and the remaining 8 stayed to hydrate and discuss a modified second half of the ride. It was decided to make a direct run to Inverloch Via Wonthaggi and the Cape Peterson Rd,
where we could get the benefits of the ocean breeze. And believe me it was heaven when we did feel the breeze.
Once at Inverloch, a few headed for a café and others to rest on the grass under the shade of the park trees with their
sandwiches. The group headed back in dribs and drabs, with some staying on a bit longer to enjoy the shade and ocean
breeze, returning via Tooradin for ice cream on the way home.
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REPORT : FLINDERS — FEBRUARY 5 TH 2012
LEADER : JOHN COOK
COMMENT : SUZANNE & DAVID CLARKE
END CHARLIE : ALF DENNEMOSER

Oh, we do like to be beside the seaside !!
A very warm and cloudy day greeted approximately twenty riders for the
ride from Dandenong to Flinders, on the Mornington Peninsula.
President John Cook welcomed Alan to his first ride with us on his sharplooking red Ducati, and welcomed back Greg who hasn’t ridden with us
for a while.
The ride was a pleasant run, covering a variety of good roads including a few kilometres of highway before a turn onto
Bungower Road which took us on to the scenic coast road around the lovely township of Mornington. There are some
grand houses along this coast road which would provide a nice view of the bay. Our morning tea stop was at the Dromana
pier/picnic area. Barry found a bakery in the Dromana Hub and was seen enjoying a rather delicious apple cake. Others
brought their own thermos and enjoyed tea or coffee – well, Kris Cook enjoyed her coffee and John loses one demerit point
for forgetting to put the coffee cups in the picnic hamper.
Sheri will be grateful to the motorist who had been spotted by the
local constabulary thereby causing said policeman to be so busy writing in his little book that he couldn’t notice Sheri (and possibly the
rest of us) riding into Arthurs Seat at a speed slightly more than regulation!
We then followed the winding road up to Arthurs Seat, stopping at
Chapmans Lookout for just that – a look at beautiful Port Phillip Bay.

From there we travelled along Purves Road through Main Ridge, onto
Browns Road and a few more back-roads which took us on a circuit
around the back-beach area of Rye before coming back to Boneo
Road. A few nice curves and hills later we arrived in the lovely township of Flinders. Our lunch spot was on the foreshore at the Flinders
picnic ground where a few of the club members utilised the barbecue
for a hot lunch, whilst others shared their sandwiches with a squawking bunch of sea gulls which were all fighting each other for a small
morsel of bread. Jim says that crayfish like to eat seagulls. We don’t
know whether to believe him or not !
The anticipated rain had held off for the duration of
the ride and we hope everyone managed to get
home before the storm. We did, as we were riding
only as far as McCrae to stay the night. We spent
the remainder of the wet afternoon at the movies.

RIDE REPORT : SWANPOOL — FEBRUARY 18 TH– 19 TH 2012
RIDE LEADER : RON & ANITA BLOMEY
RIDE COMMENT : JOHN & KRIS COOK

Well! What a great way to have a relaxed weekend of motorcycling and camaraderie. Saturday morning dawned a bit overcast, but with a great forecast. We started off with a leisurely
cruise over the Black Spur with traffic slightly thicker than I have experienced on some Sundays but it really didn’t matter as the weather, scenery and road were great and we were not in
a frenetic hurry at all. Once over the “Spur” we had a great run into Alexandra with minimal
traffic, fought over shade for the bikes and then had a lovely and relaxed stop for morning tea,
exchanging some disgraceful lies and attending to the other needs which can be brought on by
age. I will not attempt to describe Ron’s fashion sense but can you imagine a miniscule straw
bonnet on Ron? After a good break we got under way again and kept our eyes out for John
and Maurie, who had indicated they would meet us in Yarck, but that was to no avail. We then
pulled into Bonnie Doon for another leisurely break over lunch, where we also met Maryanne
and Hank and it was a bit more difficult to find shade.
After another good long break chatting at a picnic table in the shade we continued on over
Lake Eildon which is still higher than many had seen it many years (it was even higher about 6
weeks earlier) but it was still a great sight in the sun and the water was visible well
before reaching Bonnie Doon.
We then turned north towards Benalla and finally turned into the Midland Caravan
Park at Lima South to sort our evening’s accommodation. Upon arrival we were greeted by Maurie, John and Brian, who were looking very relaxed outside the bar.
Accommodation was organised and I availed myself of the opportunity to examine the
alternatives being used by members. Brian had towed up his camper trailer behind
the Kawasaki and looked very comfortably set up. Bill also looked well prepared with
the tent he set up beside the pool. Once cooling drinks were consumed, most of us
adjourned to pool for a couple of cooling and relaxing hours. After that we made our
way over to the cabins and found several of the group exchanging some disgraceful
lies and being liberal with insults particularly in regard to my swimming attire. However they did redeem themselves by proffering food in the form of freshly cooked corn.
We then adjourned to the store at Swanpool where we were served a very good value
two course meal in the restaurant. The afternoon sun was beating in the window
and many escaped to the outdoor dining area to relax in the shade. We even
managed a successful raffle to help the club coffers before returning to the caravan park, sorting drinks and settling down to watch “Red Dog” in the outdoor
theatre.
Kris and I then had to leave and ride home because of commitments on Sunday
morning. It was a beautiful balmy evening for the ride home and traffic was minimal with the only problem being the vast number of suicidal insects attracted by
my headlight.
Kris and I had a great and relaxing day on the bike at a relaxed pace as there
was no urgency to get anywhere at any particular time and we thoroughly enjoyed the camaraderie and the ride there and back.
Thank you Anita and Ron.
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REPORT : EILDON — FEBRUARY 26 TH 2012
LEADER : KEITH GIBSON
COMMENT : BOB HARRIS
END CHARLIE : BOB HARRIS AND RAY HERD

FORECAST

37 degrees with possible afternoon storms.

The day started normally with a few meeting at Maccas for brekky and then on to the Lilydale start point to see how many silly buggers
would show up on a very hot day. It was mentioned that if not to many arrived the destination could be changed to the Olinda Creek Hotel’s carpark. But alas by the time it approached 10am there were 20 bikes awaiting the starters pistol that was held by El Presidenti
John looking resplendent in shorts and striped shirt having arrived by limousine (Hyundai) having other pressing business to attend to on
the day. It was good to see the effort was made to come and see us off, well done John.

After the normal introductions Keith told us the planned route and we were off. The surprise of the morning (other than Ron and Anita
not parking next to each other) was Jack’s new Beemer that definitely looks like a Police bike rounding you up from the rear ,so beware.We took off and headed straight to Yarra Glen and turned off on the Heallesville Road. We turned left into Chum Creek Road and
enjoyed the twisties up to Toolangi and then turned onto the Melba Highway and behaved ourselves until we turned onto the
Break’o’Day Road where some amongst us started to really enjoy the ride. We then hit the Flowerdale Road to Strath Creek and took the
King Parrot Creek Road to the highway and into Yea for the morning stop.

Up to this point we had only lost one rider when a GS650 BMW started to cough and splutter and generally play up so the rider decided
to go to go into Healesville to see if he could work out the problem. Seeing that the bike was still running and we were very close to a
town I didn’t stop as it seemed under control. At the break at Yea Ray kindly offered to do the last leg of the ride as tail end Charlie and
all those who have done this job before, you know I couldn’t knock back such a kind and generous offer. So now I was free to travel with
the pack I received shock of the morning, when we turned on to the Molesworth track ,I found that I was following Holly on the 650 Burgman and relized that, to keep up, I would have to travel a bit quicker than I wanted to and that 650 scooters( ridden well) are nothing to
be scoffed at ,well done Holly!

After that it was on through Alexandra and over Skyline into
Eildon for lunch. Where we sat at
the shops and had lunch. I can
still remember the first time I did
this ride many years ago and it’s
still a thrill to go on these roads
and enjoy the company of fellow
riders. I congratulate Keith for
leading the ride and am happy in
the knowledge that that I will be
the first in line for next years ride
to Eildon.

Regards Bob Harris GSF1250 (Ned the bandit)
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REPORT : MARCH 4 TH 2012 TO PYALONG LANCEFIELD
LEADER : ANDREW KENNEDY
COMMENT : ALF DENNEMOSER
END CHARLIE : BILL DUSTING

Given the weather conditions on Saturday (heavy rain thru most of the afternoon), it was a little surprising to see 9 riders turn up for a
ride on a day when the forecast was for more showers. The following optimist turned up for the ride : Andrew (leader) , myself, Ray,
Sam, Jack, Ian, Ken, Greg and Bill (tail end Charlie).

The weather stayed dry as we left Lilydale after the usual briefing by Andrew, we headed thru Yarra Glen and then along Crowley Rd to
Healsville. The Healsville market was on at the racecourse, and included as a treat for the kids was a ride in a trailer being pulled by a
couple of horses. I’m sure this was a lot of fun for the kids, but did they really have to travel on a public road creating some frustration
for our group and some car drivers also. After we all managed to pass without being hit by oncoming traffic, we turned onto Myer Creel
Rd and headed for Toolangi. Just prior to Toolangi and shortly after Toolangi were the only sections of the ride where rain fell. By the
time we reached the Melba highway we were in Blue cloudy sky’s and sunshine.

We headed north towards Glenburn and turned left at Glenburn onto the Break O’Day Rd, this road is in need of some repairs as there
are several sections which if hit at even the speed limit could result in a ride in the bushes. Turning right at the end of the Break O’Day
Rd we headed into Yea for morning tea. We sat and enjoyed the bright sunshine while eating morning tea.

After morning tea we headed west on Melba Highway before turning left onto the Goulburn Valley Highway. A short time later we turned
right into Ghin Ghin Rd and onto Highland Rd. I was expecting a lot of tree branches bark and gravel, as is the usual road conditions in
the Highlands. But due to the recent heavy rain the roads were surprisingly clear of debris, which made for good riding conditions. We
left the highlands via Seymour and made our way to the Pyalong-Seymour Rd. Once thru Pyalong we turned right onto the PyalongLancefield Rd and before long we were back sitting at a seat eating lunch in Lancefield, again in bright sunshine. When we left LilydaIe I
don’t think anyone would have thought the weather was going to be so good for
riding.

Thanks to Andrew for an enjoyable route thru great Victorian countryside and to
Bill for tail end charlie duties and for taking the photos.

24 Hours
It was all quite a simple plan really. I have two friends, for the sake of this we'll call Nikki and Sam. It
was Nikki's 21st birthday, and we were going to drive (them in the car, me on the KLR) from below
sea level in Norfolk, 300 miles to the highest town in England, Nikki's hometown, Princetown in Devon, for her party. Unbeknownst to her, Sam was also going to propose to her, but back to the point.
We set off at around one in the morning. For around half an hour we drove down familiar, flat Norfolk
roads, making good time. The only traffic besides us, the occasional lorry on a late night haul. We
covered about 30 miles before we hit the first problem of the trip.
Coming off a roundabout, I pulled the clutch in to change up a gear, only for the clutch lever to flop
helplessly in my hand. I flashed my lights and pulled to the side of the road. This couldn't have just
happened but it did.
Sam turned his car around and came back to see what the problem was. Where the clutch cable connects to the engine, the end had snapped off. For a good ten minutes we tried and tried to tie the cable round, but to no avail.
A police car stopped to see what had happened, and drove off after I told them I didn't have breakdown coverage. So I formed a plan. I'd try to ride the poor clutchless bike back home while Sam carried on up to Devon, and see if I could pinch a clutch cable off one of my other bikes. With some convincing, Sam agreed and I set off on my return journey.
Setting off was hard with the front wheel lifting every time I dropped her into first. Stopping was even
harder, crunching between first and second until I found neutral. I tried to drive in sixth gear as much
as possible, only changing down if I really needed to.
Annoyingly, every lorry I met on the way back pulled over to let me pass, seemingly thinking that the
biker behind them was getting annoyed with their 40 mph pace.
Eventually I got back home, and after 15 minutes to remove the exhaust annoyingly in the way of the
cable, the cable was off, and although ill-fitting, bodged onto the KLR. Filled with joy I hopped back
onto the KLR and set off again, this time on my own.
The KLR and I rode happily for hours from Norfolk to Cambridge and onto our first motorway, the
M11. Happy to be making good progress and overtaking the late night lorries, we drove on until we
were near the beginning of the M25 and stopped for petrol and a break for the KLR and a cigarette
and an energy drink for me.
I spoke to Sam on the phone. They'd taken a different route and got lost due to diversions trying to
get onto the M5. At this point I couldn't even have imagined what lay ahead of me.
We set off again and got onto the M25. I drove for hours and hours and the calm nighttime turned
into a hectic morning with the sun completely blinding me as it rose on the Motorway. 100 miles
passed. Surely I should've seen the exit by now?
I drove and drove praying to see the sign for the M5. Eventually I admitted to myself that I was completely lost on London's ring road. The KLR was unhappy too, a faint but noticeable ticking noise developing. I decided to stop again, and call Sam to see if he could find me some directions. But, coming off the motorway into a service station, with a lorry in the left lane ahead of me and a car in my
lane ahead of me, I once again felt a lever flop to the handlebar, but this time it wasn't the clutch.
I had no choice. I twisted open the throttle and shot between the two vehicles, gritting my teeth. With
the car ahead braking to slow down from 70, there was no chance of me not hitting into the back of
him on the rear drum brake alone. Luckily I got through and, heart racing, I pulled to the side of the
road to see what had happened.
The brake caliper was dangling by the brake line. The bolts had vibrated completely out and were nowhere to be seen. I pushed (don't ask why, by now I'd been awake for almost 24 hours and driving
for at least 9) my poor KLR up to the service station's car park and phoned Sam.
He had no idea what to do either. His only suggestion was to ask people with vans or trailers to take
me and my bike. It was a typically horrible service station and infested with ants but unfortunately I
had to spend a large amount of time inside charging my phone. Eventually, hours later, my dad (god
bless him) agreed to drive all the way down to bring me two bolts, brake fluid, and engine oil for my
bike.
I passed the time talking to the bikers I saw driving in, who almost always stopped to see what the
problem was. Even those on the most expensive bikes would scour over their bikes seeing if they had
any bolts the same they could safely remove from their bikes to donate to me.
I did try to sleep, but with the motorway beside you it's a lot easier said than done. The happiness I
felt when I saw my dad's battered Nissan Micra pulling in was unbelievable. After a good chat, the
KLR topped up on oil, and with the caliper firmly fixed on with an impact driver and a hammer, we set
off on our separate ways and I went back onto the M25.

Now you'd think this'd be enough problems for one journey but no. You see, there never was an exit
for the M5 on the M25. I was confused. I thought I took the M5 to the M4, but it's the other way
around, and not knowing this, I set off on the M25 once again looking for the M5.
The whole way round the M25 again. Hours and hundreds of miles later, I thought I'd take a chance
and set off down the M4. It's a good thing I did or I might well still have been on the M25 today.
I was so happy to see signs for the Southwest, I almost cried. I pulled into another service station a
short way down the M4 to tell Sam the situation, only to find out that Nikki's party was now just
hours away.
I jumped back on my KLR, kicked her to life, and shot off down the M4, doing seriously illegal speeds
in an attempt to make up lost time. This would prove to be my latest mistake.
The M4 went by pretty uneventfully, but there was one thing I didn't take into account about my full
throttle riding - fuel consumption. Now on the M5, the KLR made the horribly familiar noise of a bike
that's out of petrol. I pulled onto the hard shoulder and went to flip the fuel to reserve, the first time
I'd ever had to use reserve on this bike. No big problem right? Right, except it already WAS set to reserve.
I pulled out my phone, texted Sam, and then my phone died. I was now sitting on the hard shoulder
of the M5 with no phone and a bike that was out of petrol. I rolled a cigarette and cried.
I hadn't actually been there long when a motorway police car pulled onto the hard shoulder behind
me. Luckily, these weren't just any motorway cops. In a car, they may have been, but they were true
bikers at heart. They took sympathy on me and together we shook the poor old KLR about, rustling
up the last dregs of fuel and then pushed me down the hard shoulder to give me a bump start. Then
the KLR fired up once more. I thanked them from the bottom of my heart and set off again hoping to
hit a petrol station too but I didn't even cover two miles before she died again.
Again the cops stopped and helped me bump start her - this time saying I could drive down the hard
shoulder doing 20 mph and they'd drive behind me with their lights on. So once again I set off, this
time with a police escort. A couple of bump starts and a few miles later, still no petrol station, and the
KLR was completely dry.
Not many cops would ever have done even as much as they'd already done, but still they didn't stop
helping. They helped push the KLR off the motorway behind a barrier so it couldn't be moved and
gave me a lift in their police car up to the next petrol station (one off the motorway to save me money too!) to buy a petrol can and petrol and then gave me a lift all the way back.
They really were the nicest cops I have ever met in my entire life. I'll never forget them. They stayed
till the KLR was filled up with petrol and running once again and once more I set off.
Think it's over yet? I would've thought that'd be my last problem. I really hoped it would be but there
was one more problem for me.
Running the bike that low on fuel must've pulled all the crap sitting in my petrol tank through, as near
Bristol I started noticing it was getting harder to do high speeds. The problem got progressively worse
and worse, until with the bike struggling to keep at 60, I pulled into another service station.
From this point on my memory gets pretty hazy, as I had been awake coming on two days, but the
bike would only rev high with choke and low without it. I tried giving her some redex, and set off
again, stressed and upset. It took me hours to finish those last few miles of the M5, the KLR pulling
50 mph at the absolute maximum towards the end - downhill - but she never would completely die.
I stopped in almost every service station for coffee as I didn't have the mental power or willpower to
carry on anymore. I was seriously upset. Freezing after such a long ride, I finally made it into Devon
and off the M5. On the Devon Expressway I stopped for one more time, hope given up. I was cold. My
visor was frosting up. My glasses were frosting up. My hands were numb. How had my life come to
this? I eventually managed to gather the willpower to cover those last few miles off the Devon Expressway and into the (oh so beautiful, oh so fun) roads of Dartmoor.
I found myself having to flip the choke on every time I needed to climb a hill, and off as soon as I got
to the top for compression braking, otherwise I'd shoot off like a rocket (23% gradients is a normal
hill where I was).
Eventually, I made it into Princetown at 1:30 in the morning. It'd been more than 24 hours on the
road and even longer I'd been awake. I missed the party, and I missed them getting engaged, and
sadly I had more problems with the KLR and ended up having to sell it while I was there. The bike I
took the clutch cable from also got stolen while I was in Princetown.
But, I now own a CB500 - it's taken me on the same journey there AND back with no problems but
it's such a boring ride it's unbelievable. I'd take the KLR any day and hopefully, one of these days, I'll
be able to afford a KLR600. -- Hippy Vince

14th Melbourne Branch Odyssey at Nagambie October 12 – 14, 2012
New Venue and date for a “simpler” Melbourne Branch Odyssey
The annual Melbourne Branch get together will be held at Nagambie Lakes Leisure Park which is beautifully located between the Goulburn River and Lake Nagambie. Nearby attractions include a variety of wineries and
merchants and a good variety of roads for the weekend rides
Accommodation available includes a variety of cabins which sleep from 2 to 8 people, a 12 person bunkhouse
with 2 rooms of 6 bunks each plus powered large campsites on which it would be feasible to set up several tents
to enhance camaraderie.
The on site conference /convention centre will be utilised for the Saturday night entertainment - meal to simplify
logistics. Full details and registration prices still to be advised. Please use links to “secretary” or “president” on
Melbourne Branch website to let branch committee know of your intention to attend see - www.ulyssesmelb.com
Melb branch president John Cook can be contacted on (03) 9728579 or 0419 599 530
To book you accommodation, please contact the Nagambie Lakes Leisure Park direct and mention your Ulysses
connection.
Nagambie Lakes Leisure Park, 69 Loddings Lane, Nagambie 3608.
PO Box 90, Nagambie 3608. Tele: (03) 5794 2373/1800 155 919
Email: info@nagambielakespark.com.au
Web: www.nagambielakespark.com.au

RIDE CALENDAR : MARCH / JUNE

2012

Please refer to the website for any last minute changes…… www.ulyssesmelb.com
EVERYONE WELCOME; Friends and family are most welcome to any ride or social event. All rides start at 10am sharp unless otherwise
stated - Don’t be late! For more information call the Ride Leader or our Ride Co-ordinator—Holly Fields - 0417 577 702.

Sunday, March 25, 2012 - 10:00am - 2:00pm Dandenong to Phillip Island. Ride leader Andrew Kennedy
9725 9267
Sunday, March 25, 2012 - 8:00am Wallan Ray’s Ride to the AGM. Wallan to Mildura 9873 3010 0429411903
Sunday, April 8, 2012 - 10:00am - 1:45pm Kalkallo to Alexandra. This is Harry's first time leading a ride. Morning tea
at Healesville. Ride leader Harry Vlahakis contact details 0417 116 811
Sunday, April 15, 2012 - 10:00am - 1:45pm Kalkallo to Castlemaine. Morning tea at Kyneton. This is the same ride I
led in August in 2011. Come and try tp keep up with the scooter!!!!!! Lunch will be at Togs cafe, for those interested, meals range from $10-20. There's a park within a block for those who wish to picnic. Ride Leader Holly
Fields 0417 577 702
Sunday, April 22, 2012 - 10:00am - 12:15pm Departs Ardeer. Meet and Greet with other branches hosted by Geelong
branch at Mt Franklin. Geelong bring their chuck wagon supplying snags etc for small cost.
Ride Leader John Cook 97285769 or 0419 599 530
Come and enjoy some camaraderie with other Ulysses members at Mt Franklin
Sunday, April 29, 2012 - 10:00am - 1:30pm Lilydale to Nagambie. Morning tea at Lancefield. Ride leader Andrew Kennedy 97259267
Sunday, May 6, 2012 - 10:00am - 1:00pm Lilydale to Daylesford. Ride leader Sheri 0425 870 353
Sunday, May 13, 2012 - 10:00am - 1:30pm
3891 or 0487 922 443

Lilydale to Walhalla. Ride leader Bob Harris. Contact no (03) 5962

Saturday, May 19, 2012 - 8:00am - Sunday, May 20, 2012 - 4:30pm Ride Leader John Cook (03) 97285769 or 0419
599 530.
Day one is approx 560 km run up the Omeo Highway, over Mt Hotham, over Tawonga Gap to Mt Beauty then up to
Falls Creek. NB Early Start.
Sunday, May 27, 2012 - 10:00am - 1:30pm Lilydale to Korumburra. Ride leader is Andrew Kennedy 03 9725 9267
Sunday, June 3, 2012 - 10:00am - 1:00pm Kalkallo to Maldon/Mt Tarrengower. Ride leader Mark Baldwin. Contact
no: 0411 027 579
Sunday, June 10, 2012 - 10:00am - 1:45pm TBA See Web or ring Holly 0417 577 702
Sunday, June 17, 2012 - 10:00am - 1:30pm Departs Ardeer with morning tea in vicinity of Meredith and then via
Steiglitz and Eastern Beach, Geelong to Portarlington for lunch. Ride Leader John Cook 97285769 or 0419 599 530
Sunday, June 24, 2012 - 10:00am - 1:30pm Dandenong to Drouin. Ride leader Alf Dennemoser contact no:
88127700 or 0409 205 396
DEPARTURE POINT
LILYDALE:

DANDENONG:

ARDEER:

KALKALLO:
KALKALLO:

Olinda Hotel, Maroondah
Highway. Left hand side out
-bound from Melbourne—
100 metres from rail crossing. Melway 38 E4

United Service Station on Princes Highway
(next door to the old Safeway/Maccas
Location, near the corner of Doveton Avenue (and yes, they do have a toilet!!)
Melway 91 B12

Mobil Quix (McDonalds),
Western Ring Road. Left
hand side out-bound from
Melbourne. Melway 40 B5

Caltex Service Station,
Hume Freeway. Approx 1
km north of Donnybrook
Road intersection.
Melway Page 8

Social Events
The Melbourne Branch hosts one informal Social Nights during the course of each month.
The social night is held on the 3rd Friday of the month at the Tower Hotel at 686 Burwood Road (Cnr
Camberwell Rd) Hawthorn East. from around 7pm.
The Tower Hotel provides a bistro style meal of more than adequate proportions including seafood that is
not expensive. The wine list is fairly comprehensive and the normal range of beer, soft drinks and spirits
is available at reasonable prices.
What makes these nights special is the camaraderie and friendship enjoyed by all who attend with much
laughter and frivolity emanating from the various groups and tables. For new chums and first timers,
introductions are made in the normal Ulyssian manner which ensures that nobody is left standing on the
outer and everyone is made to feel welcome.
These nights are often filled with the usual mirth-filled talk about motorbikes and bike trips, travel in
general, philosophy, geography and the usual odd joke etc. Someone always seems to have an
Australian Road Atlas which is oft referred to and it is heartening to note that some members don't mind
a little embellishment to make their story more interesting. One should never let the facts stand in the
way of delivering a good punch line or yarn!
These nights are not to be missed so pencil them into your social calendar and come along and enjoy

Meet for a Saturday Morning Coffee at
The Tall Ship Cafe
197 Bay Street Port Melbourne,
Drop in for breakfast or just a coffee and a chat!
** Plenty of bike parking available **
Or
If you wish to visit the traditional heart of motorcycling in Melbourne
Call in at Ume Hanna Café - 398 Elizabeth Street
(Just near A’Beckett Street)
From 10.30am to meet some fellow Ulysseans
&
Enjoy a coffee, chat and or breakfast and then check some bike shops

QUARTERMASTER’S STORE
Melbourne Branch T-Shirt - in our own distinctive orange & black!
Size

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

Chest cm

75

80

85

90

95

100

105

110

115

120

Garment

105

110

115

120

125

135

140

145

150

155

There may be a delay in receiving your order as we must purchase a minimum quantity of 20 from the
manufacturers. You will be notified when your order is ready. All orders must be accompanied by payment in full.

MELBOURNE BRANCH LOGO MERCHANDISE:

Size

Quantity

Name Badge

Unit Price

Total $

$10.00

Shirt - No Pocket

Size:

$35.00

Shirt - With Pocket

Size:

$38.00

Melbourne Branch embroidered patch 70mm

$7.50

ULYSSES LOGO MERCHANDISE:
Denim patch - 300mm x 300mm - Blue

$4.50

Embroidered patch 70mm

$4.00

Badges - Senior (50+) Gold

$5.00

- Junior (40+) Silver

$5.00

Bike Badge—Gold

$13.50

T-shirt long sleeve Black with large/small logo

Size:

$18.00

T-shirt short sleeve Black with large/small logo Size:

$16.00

Leather Belt - Black / Brown

$25.00

Size:

Pewter Belt Buckle - Small

$17.00

Pewter Belt Buckle - Large

$18.50

Chrome Motorcycle Number Plate Frame

$9.00

Windscreen sticker (inside)

$4.00

Windscreen sticker (outside)

$4.00

Reflective sticker

$1.50

TOTAL ORDER

PLEASE NOTE : $10.00 postage for orders up to the value of $100.00
Please make cheques payable to : Ulysses Club Melbourne Branch and mail your order & payment to:
Greg Rees, PO Box 3045 Auburn Vic 3122

THE COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT: JOHN COOK

RIDE CO-ORDINATOR : HOLLY FIELDS

Phone:

Phone:

03 9728 5769 or 0419 599 530

0417 577 702

SECRETARY : HOLLY FIELDS

COMMITTEE MEMBER: JOHN TAYLOR

Phone:

Phone:

0417 577 702

03 9744 2948

COMMITTEE MEMBER : DOUG SHEARER
TREASURER : PETER MCCRAE
Phone:

03 9444 8733

0418984791

COMMITTEE MEMBER : SAMUEL SUN

QUARTERMASTER : GREG REES
Phone:

Phone:

Phone:

0413642083

0416 109 933

Note : Committee members and Spare Tyre editor can be contacted by the “Contact Us” link on the web page

For contributions to the Spare Tyre, please contact Alf Dennemoser on 03 8812 7700
Got a funny story?? Something interesting you would like to share??
Something you want to advertise?? Please send it in.
Alf Dennemoser — Spare Tyre Editor

